
                                                                                                                      
 

 
Students:   668                                                    Faculty/Staff:   58   

        4th   =  38               6th   =   87                   9th  =  82    Full Time Faculty   =  48  

            5th    =  40  7th   =   95        10th   =  88              Part Time Faculty  =    4 
   8th     =   96        11th   =  59                                                   Staff   =    6 
            12th  =  83 
 
 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 Our 9th Grade travelled to downtown Savannah this week where they walked through 

some of our state’s most historical sites and learned some lessons on what life was like as 

a soldier in the Georgia Militia.  Students took a walking tour through Savannah’s 

historic town squares where they observed the historical architecture of the homes and 

buildings as well as learning the history of the squares and monuments.  The day also 

included tours of both Fort Pulaski and Fort Jackson.  At Fort Jackson, two uniformed 

“members” of the Georgia Militia led our students through a drill and a formal induction 

into the militia.  Our Freshmen learned how the soldiers communicated during battles 

using battlefield flags.  Several students volunteered to dress in Confederate uniforms and 

equipment and quickly realized how heavy and cumbersome this attire was for 

soldiers.   Another interesting fun fact learned was that the home remedy used by soldiers 

for stomach issues was tonic water!  The visit concluded with the students witnessing the 

firing of the cannon and learning that the way to pay tribute to fallen soldiers was with 

the historical salute, palms out.  

 Congratulations to this week’s “Rising Star” from Sinclair Reserve Realty – 8th grader, 

Caden Avant!  Caden led the MS Football Bulldogs to a 20-7 win over Tattnall this week. 

He scored on a 50 yard pass and also played well defensively as he made several plays to 

hold off Tattnall.   
 
 
 

NEWS FROM OUR CLASSROOMS 

 

 Students in Michael Lerzo’s Spanish 1 classes (10th grade) have been learning how to 

conjugate verbs in order to help them write and speak in the language. Spanish 2 students 

(11th grade) have been having class discussions about a book they are reading that 

focuses on the Mexican-American border. The students have analyzed multiple sides of 

the border issue while also learning about the unique culture that the border provides.  On 

Monday, students will be teaching their classmates about current events on the border. 

 Amanda Mercer’s AP English Language class (11th grade) engaged in a writer’s 

workshop this week. Students presented their argumentative essays to the class for 

suggestions to strengthen their claims, evidence, arrangement, word choice, and sentence 

structure.   Students in her American Literature classes (11th grade) have been working on 

analyzing argument and rhetoric by studying Patrick Henry’s speech to the Second 

Virginia Convention and the Declaration of Independence.  While focusing on the 
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authors’ appeals to logic and emotions, they discussed how different rhetorical devices 

enhance the author’s message and purpose. 

 Aimee Lundy's 6th grade Science classes worked on scale models and are constructing a 

scale model of the solar system.  They are working with diameters of different planets 

and their relative distances to the sun as they combine math and science skills and 

knowledge in this fun activity. 

 Shannon Davis’s Advanced 9th Literature & Composition course completed their first 

timed essay this week. After concluding a study of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird,   

students used textual evidence to support a literary analysis. Developing the skill of 

writing in a timed environment helps these students prepare for the 11th grade AP 

Language and Composition exam, college entrance exams, and college English courses. 

 Scientists in Action!  Emily Boylan’s 9th grade Biology students constructed models of 

bacterial cells using playdough, plastic eggs, and other craft supplies in order to study the 

structures of the cell and their functions.  Although bacteria cells are much less complex 

when compared to our cells, bacteria have the ability to absorb genetic information from 

their environment and thereby express new traits.  Amazing!  AP Biology students (11th 

grade) conducted investigations on enzymes and their role in catalyzing metabolic 

reactions. Through a titration method, they tested how temperature and pH affects 

catalase, an enzyme found in our liver that breaks down hydrogen peroxide into water 

and oxygen.     

 6th graders in Vanna Ruth Stone’s English/Language Arts classes created comic strips to 

help students identify point of view and to reinforce their understanding of story 

elements.  The students did outstanding work and really enjoyed the activity!  MAJ Stone 

commented that she can already see a difference in their understanding of the three types 

of third person point of view - third person omniscient, third person objective, and third 

person limited. 

 8th grade Physical Science students are learning about elements, compounds, and 

mixtures.  Their teacher, Nikki Grimes chose to have them complete a lab which included 

a series of model building activities using marshmallows and toothpicks to represent 

elements and bonds that hold together molecules and compounds.  

 
 


